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 Instructions – (1) All Questions are Compulsory.

(2) Answer each next main Question on a new page.

(3) Illustrate your answers with neat sketches wherever 
necessary.

(4) Figures to the right indicate full marks.

(5) Assume suitable data, if necessary.

(6) Use of Non-programmable Electronic Pocket 
Calculator is permissible.

(7) Mobile Phone, Pager and any other Electronic 
Communication devices are not permissible in 
Examination Hall.

Marks

1.  Attempt any FIVE of the following: 10

a) Express your views on: Helping the needy people.

b) Describe the preparation stage of Ronaldo, the football legend.

c) State any four diversified areas in which the Tata group 
entered in last half of 20th century.

d) Describe in four sentences the condition of lawaris ward of 
Patna hospital.

e) Explain the term: recycle and reuse.

f) State the hardships taken by Shiva’s family to overcome their 
adverse times.

g) Describe the tragedy of Anish after the accident.
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2.  Attempt any THREE of the following: 12

a) Express your view/ Ideas on: Entrepreneurship.

b) State the importance and need of wearing helmets. (any four)

c) Summarize the success story of Arunima Sinha.

d) Explain the positive steps that students can take to stop 
e-waste pollution.

3.  Attempt any THREE of the following: 12

a) Develop a dialogue between two friends about choosing 
engineering discipline for their career.

b) Develop a dialogue between two friends regarding the 
schedule of final exams.

c) Write a paragraph on: My first day in the institute.

d) Write a paragraph on: Printer.

4.  Attempt any THREE of the following: 12

a) Make sentence using following collocations:

(i) Break the law.

(ii) Take a taxi

(iii) Annual turnover.

(iv) Keep in touch. 

b) Replace the underlined words with correct word and rewrite 
the sentences:

(i) The principle of the college was present for the meeting.

(ii) The goods train is stationery.

(iii) The jasmine flowers are flagrant.

(iv) She is very week.
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c) Write the meaning of following idioms and make sentences of 
your own:

(i) Keep something at bay.

(ii) Crocodile tears. 

d) Choose correctly spelt words from following:

(i) Unique: unic, uniqe.

(ii) Keys; Keyes; keies.

(iii) Courageous; corageous; courageus.

(iv) Noticable; Noticeble; Noticeable. 

e) Change into indirect speech:

(i) Geeta said, “I do yoga daily”.

(ii) The servant says, “The master is not at home”.

(iii) The girl said, “Hurrah! I have won a gold medal”.

(iv) “Don’t play on the grass boys”, she said.

5. a) Attempt any TWO of the following: 8

(i) Propose a vote of thanks for the social annual gathering 
of your institute.

(ii) Draft a welcome speech for the annual day function in 
your institute.

(iii) Draft a speech for introducing the chief guest for a 
technical Quiz competition organised in your institute.

 b) Change the voice: 4

(i) The girls were singing songs when I went into the hall.

(ii) The teacher teaches us grammar.

(iii) The fire destroyed the whole forest.

(iv) Let the door be shut.

P.T.O.
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6.  Attempt any TWO of the following: 12

a) Do as directed:

(i) She is an European who married to the doctor. (Sentence 
using the correct article in place of the underlined 
article)

(ii) Though my parents allow, but I’ll decide to come with 
you. (Rewrite the sentence using correct conjunction in 
the place of underlined conjunction.)

(iii) Most of us take life to granted and we seldom think for 
it. (Rewrite the sentence using the correct prepositions in 
place of the underlined prepositions.)

b) Read the following passage and answer the questions given below.

  At least one earthquake happens some- where in the world 
every day. On some days there may be more than one. A few 
cause great damage and loss of life. Some are felt only as 
slight shudder off the ground, many more are so small that they 
cannot be felt at all. We know about them only because they 
are shown on seismograph- a delicate instrument which records 
movements on the ground. It has a small needle which scratches 
a white line on a strip of black paper which is going round 
and round on a drum. When everything is quite still the line 
is straight, but when the earth shakes, the line becomes wiggly. 
A severe earthquake even though it is just a long away makes 
large wiggles on the line.

  Many earthquakes happen under the sea and they often cause 
great waves called tsunami. Tsunamis are taller than a house and 
they are across the sea and one after another they come at high 
speed, ships in their path may be wreaked and when the waves 
reach land, there may be flooding and enormous damage.

(i) What are the effects of an earthquake on the land and  2 
the sea?

(ii) Explain what is seismograph. 2

(iii) What do we mean by the word - Tsunami? 1

(iv) What kind of line does the needle draw when there is a 1 
severe earthquake?
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c) Do as directed:

(i) The manager (visit) Australia last summer. Rewrite the 
sentences using the correct form of the verb in the  
bracket.   1

(ii) She stayed at home because she (be) exhausted. (Rewrite  
the sentence using correct form of the verb in the bracket.) 1

(iii) As soon as the teacher (enter) the classroom, all  
students (Stand) up. (Rewrite the sentence using the 
correct form of the verbs in the bracket.) 2

(iv) What a beautiful picture it is! (Change into assertive.) 2




